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What is synthetic data?
Synthetic data refers to data generated by computers using human means rather
than measuring and collecting data from a real-world environment.
• Anonymous
• Customizable
In many cases, synthetic data is useful:
•
•
•

Researchers and data scientists can use synthetic data to minimize time,
cost, and risk.
Can be created quickly and in large quantities to facilitate machine
learning.
Used as a substitute in testing, training, and quality assurance where real
data is too sensitive or highly regulated.
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Synthetic Data Structure
Banking business are all associated with customers, such as personal, commercial, private. …etc.. Customers carry different products/accounts and thus,
transactions are created. SIMNECTZ’s sandbox carries the same business structure, and with a hierarchy of Customer, Products and Transaction data.
Customers are always the core for any bank services. In SIMNECTZ’s data sandbox, half a

Customers

million of customers records with high simulated information, are created.

Products/Accounts are the very basic prerequisites for any bank transactions. About 2

Products

million accounts of different product types are generated based on customer investment
habits, risk preferences and other factors.

About 10 million high simulated transactions are generated with SIMNECTZ’s data model.

Transactions

These transactions contain multiple banking services, like deposit, transfer, term deposit,
foreign exchange, credit card, stock/fund trading and so on.
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The use of Synthetic Data

Open Banking Journey

Product Innovation in
FinTech industry
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Synthetic data can be used to facilitate the
interface testing with TSPs

Third Party
Services Provider
Standardization

API
Standardization

5

Synthetic Data with Business Scenario Incorporation
Historical transaction data is
personalized to improve account

Risk

Synthetic data can be used to
facilitate the product
innovation in FinTech industry

security.

The relationship between these
users

is

analysed

various information and trading
behaviour

between

users.
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According to the user's operation time period and

through
different

type, the amount and so on to carry out a large
Relationship
Model

Data
Model

Consumer
Behavior
Model

Money
Laundering

number of analysis, illegal money laundering will be
killed in the bud.

According to all aspects of user information, such as age, occupation,
salary, transaction history, consumption level, etc. to carry out a large
number of analysis to obtain user portraits, to help enterprises better
customer maintenance.

Synthetic Data created in Integrated FinTech Training Platform
金融科技讲堂
全套金融科技课程材料准备就绪

Student to create its own
synthetic data through the
virtual banking system and
own project assignment.
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